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8. Sedan chair 

M：Oh my goodness! It’s a sedan chair! I’ve often heard about them, but this the 

first time I’ve seen a real one. 
 
F： This is my first time to see one in real life rather than on TV, too. This one has 

turquoise as the background colour instead of being covered in red, so it’s not what I 
expected. 
 

M：It must not be easy to preserve a sedan chair from the Qing dynasty in such 

good condition. 
 

F：This sedan chair was carried by four people and was used by rich families on 

wedding days. Ordinary people could use only sedan chairs carried by two people. 
 

M：By that logic, does it mean that only noble and high-ranking officials could use 

large sedan chairs carried by eight people? But the sedan chair here already looks 
stunning to me, especially the embroidery and accessories on it. 
 

F： Embroidery with auspicious patterns was crucial for weddings. There are many 

different patterns, such as the peony, which symbolises wealth and prosperity, and 
the pomegranate, which symbolises having many offspring. The two deities of 
harmony and the goddess bringing children, were also popular embroidery patterns, 
symbolising a happy marriage and having many children. 
 

M： They’re no different from the blessings that an emcee gives during the wedding 

ceremony nowadays. Hey, did you notice that the sedan chair seems to be sealed? 
Wouldn’t the bride feel stuffy sitting inside it? 
 

F： The top and three sides of the sedan chair are wrapped with curtains, while the 

front curtain can be pulled up, making the sedan chair windproof and warm, so it 
could be used on rainy or snowy days. 
 

M：I see. Do you think you will hire a sedan chair on your wedding day? 

 

F： I’m not living in ancient times! But the wedding car nowadays is the same as the 

old sedan chair. Arranging a car to pick up the bride originated from the traditional 
Chinese wedding ceremony. 
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M： Alright then. I’ll make you some embroidered accessories for your wedding car 

when you get married one day. 
 


